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As man.y road manage.rs kn.ow,.p.aVdnen.t dam
.,
. age is most likely. to happen duringthawingperiods, Thawing occurs during late winter. and early
. spring (mud season) and during warm weather
periods in the mid-wintermonths.To preventp!>tholes and cracks from forming,

trapping water until lower ice Iayersmelt. Trapped
water saturates the wearing and base course layers.
This.results in more moisture than the pavement .
was designed for and-reduces the strength of the
,p~vementandits supporting base. '
. ,.., Anylowering of base material strength or
increaieilithennIilber of loads reduces the life of
1. Apply truck load restrictions during the thaw-'thepa~emeilt.Therefore, reducing loads .when the,
ing (or critical) period, or
' strength 'of thepavement materials is reduced is a
2. Change the pavement structure to prevent or
reasonable way tomaintainthe design life and general serviceability of the pavement.
reduce damage.
Due to bridget constraints, many agencies
have only the first alternative. This article will disWhere to Apply Load Restrictions
cuss' reg,ulations and a systematic method for
.
,
In New Hampshire seasonal ,load limits, are
usually placed on roads carrying less .than 5000
posting roads.

RSA231:191

IA.,'

,

When placing load liniit restrictions, managers must keep RSA 231: 191 in mind. It grants cities and towns the authority to establish.t'Maximum
Weight Limits on Class IV, V, andVlRoads.t' It
allows them to post roads to prevent unreasonable
damage, or, .' extraordinary municipal maintenance
expense. The law states that postings sbllU be
located at all entrances to the highway. Any person
violating the maximum weight limit without
writtenpermission shill be required to repair dame
age attributed tohislher vehicle.
." ,
The following general. guidelines can be used
, when placing weight restrictions. These guidelines,
based on a study performed by Washington State
Transportation Center (WSTC), and Douglas
Dewey's use in New Hl!IIlps!tire's Distriet 3,provide criteria to help determine:
1. Where to apply load restrictions,
2. The amount of the loadrestrictionand
, 3. When to apply and remove load restrictions,

vehicles per day and,'subject to excessive, damage
during the thawing period. To select which.pavements are candidates for load restrictions, agencies
should consider surface thick-ness, the typepf
, , subgrade, and local experience relating to observed
moisture and pavement distress.
,
' Surrace Thickness, Agencies should consider
. , 101ld restrictions if the pavementsurface thickness
is two incb~s or less:' ,
, TWe .0fSubgrade. Pavements or unpaved
roads with a fine-grained subgrade are candidates
for load restrictions. Silts and clays, common-in
New Hampshire, are considered fine-grained soils.
•
. Local Experience. Highway managers should
use their own knowledge to determine 100id limit
application. .This includes determining the historical
, performance-of the road '(i.e. drainage, behavior
during thaws, and the structural sufficiency of the
road foundation). Roadway usagefncluding free ,
quency, size, and numberof trips heavy vehicles
make areimportant considerations. The availability
of alternative routes, projected damage, and cost
of repairs should
be examined.
'

also

The Problem'
Frost action' 'in soils can cause damaging
effects; Oneeff¢ct is the frost heave. Another is the
loss ofability of the .road base to support heavy ,
traffic. Redu~edbllse Gourse. strengthoccurs during thawing. periods. IGe melts from-the top down,

LOjid Aestriction 'Amount
The load' reduetionsused by the agencies ,
interviewed in, the ,WSTCstudy suggest that,
reducing the load on individual axles (or tires) by
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'., temperature. Agencies can determine when to
apply)oad limitsby using a Degree-Days Log. A .
slllnple of this log is located below. Degree-Days
'ar~thenumber of degrees between. some data and
the averagetemperature for a particular day. . .
In order to use the Degree-Days Logthe
. following factors must be calculated: ..
1. The average daily temperature.
2: Freezing. Degree-Days (FDD), which is the
difference between 32°F and .the average daily
temperature.
3. Melting Degree-Days (MDD), which is the
difference between the average daily temperature and 29°F.
To use the Degree-Days Log, first determine
· the average temperature (this can be obtained from
newspapers, goveminent weather stations, private
meteorologists, or businesses such as heating oil
companies). Enter this number into Column E. If
.. the average temperature is not available then use
'. the sum of the high (Column C) and low temperature (Column D) divided by "2". Enter this value in
Column E. The high and low temperature can be .
obtained
in the same manner as the average tern(jl:.
perature. If the agency starts this project after
freezing occurs, the informationis available historically using the same methods mentioned above.
To find the FDD, subtract the average temperature from 32°F. Enter this number. in Column
F.The summation of the FDD is a measure of the
extent to which the road surface and base are subjected to below-freezing temperatures. The
Cumulative Freezing Degree- Days (CFDD) in
Column G is a running total ofFFD.
To niinirnize errors, indicate positive and
negative values for Fl)D. For. an average temperature less than nOF, the FDD is. "+" and the
value is added to the CFDD. Conversely, an average temperaturevgreater than 32°F should be
recorded with a "c" sign and its value is subtracted
· from the CFDD. Begin calculatingCFDD only
when there is a, clear pattern of positive values for
· FDp, See December 4 in the sample log.
.
. The running total of MDD is the Cumulative'
· Melting Degree-Days (CMDD). The MDD' for
each dayis calculated by subtracting 29°F from the ~
average and entering it in Column H.
.'Yi

..

Be sure to indicate positive arid negative values for MDD. When. anaverage for a given day is
more than29°F, the MOD should be recorded with
a "+;' sign and the value is added to the CMDD
· from the prior day. Conversely, an average less
. than 29°F should be recorded with a "-" sign and
the value is subtracted from the CMDD from t\J,e
previous day. . .
.
.CMDD recordillg should begin in the spring
when there is a clear pattern of positive Mo.D and
therei~anaverag~ temperature above 29°F. This
will indicate a period of consistent melting of the.
· road base.
CMlmare used to determine when to establish load limits. CFDD and CMDD are. used
together todetermine when,to remove them, Their .
applications are described below. Since the data for
all of the values must be collected for several
months, it is easiest if the tracking is done using a
spreadsheet program, which can be obtained from
the uNH T 2 Center.

When to Apply Load Restric:tions
Load restrictions should be posted. at the
start ofthe thawing period. Forthin pavements this .
occurs whenlO CMDD accumulate (see March 8).
For thick pavements, load restrictions should begin
when they accumulate 25 CMI)p (see March 10);
These thresholds are estimates of when thawing
will be sufficient to reduce pavement strength.
Load restriction must be posted after thin. .
pavements accumulate aAO CMDD(see March
l2) and thick .pavements accumulate 50 CMDD
(see March 13) following the start of the. thawing
periodv These thresholds are estimates of when
thawing will reach approximately four inches into
the base coarse.
Users should note in Column J of the DegreeDays LOg whenvaluesm Column I indicate the
road should and must be posted. They should also
note road conditions in Column J.
It is recommended that users apply the
"should" valuesduring the initial years of application. Then, using ,the suggested documentation, .
· they can determinethe best thresholds for all or .
groupsof their mads.
.
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Thesecriteria are best suited for use during
CIyIOD = O.3·CFDDm..,
the start of the spring thawperiod.igenerally Feb~
~~-""~~.... ··CFDD·
f'7I n the example,
am·p·l · t·h'e· u~"um,
• 9
;"'l:7--\';~";
i } , .;,:~ ',~.?-(,;,?}.~,\
mary through April. .A'different conditionexist.for
occurredon February 29. Using-the abov~iequa">;
mid-winter tliliwing cases;' A higherbase temperation, O.3tin1es this value is2lS. Therefore, lltt~:,
ture forCMDD (such. as 31 °p)might better predict . sample Degree-Day log the load 'restriction: s~o.~~;
mid-winter road restrictions. Howeverthe WSTC
be lifted on April 22. Experience in NewHlIl'!lpd;;;
. researchers did not develop a specific value, Local
shire, however,has indicated that the 0.3 m~ltip)l¢r;'
experience 'remains the pest basis for. mid-winter
varies due to anumber of factors.
restrictions.
• Variations in' road coustruction--pav~rt1eIi~;.
The temperature based Melting Degree-Days
thicknesses, base thicknesses and ri)at\l";'"
criteria are best applied to fine-grained soils, which
shoulders aud ditches.
'.'..•. "
are common in local roads in New Hampshire; The
• Shaded areas that limit suulight reachil1~:.f
analysisperformed in the study showed more conroad surface.
sistent results for this soil type than for course- , .
• Elevation' differences sufficient to iIifluen
grained soils.
average daily temperatures.
...•• ,.'
• Water remaining on roadsides due to resjillr
Placing Load Restrictions
.~:
snow and ice. .
When a highway agency sets a load restriction,
The suggested procedure is to make dur'lItidAr{
it should notify the public through the press or.let- .judgements based on experience during theinit\~r
ters. It should place temporary signs onalllimited ., years of liPplying the guidelines, Users should ~O,~$
roadways.
the maximum CFDO in Column J. Usersshould'
It is recommended that agency staff individu- . also .' document road conditions relative t6 ....
ally notify contractors and loggers who frequently
CMDD for specific road types. After several Y\l!ll',
use the' affected roads. Because .the need for
a factor can be detertnined that appliestoro
restriction happens quickly, this notificationshould
types, and substituted for 0:3. in' the above eqi!~
be by telephone, fax, artdIoremail. If the agency
tion.
•...
. .
. .,...•..•.
has a policy for partial road use, such as early
This article was adapted by Stefanie R. Jl~~ ,
morning for. certairiroads," it should'. provide
man from. Guidelines for Spring RO(idUs,;
affected users With the procedures to apply 'the
Restrictions, which can be Obtained from the~
T 2 Center.
.
",
policy. The agency should also clearly establish
exceptions to the policy; for example, transport of
Sources:
perishable Or essential products such as milk or
Guidelines for Sprin~ Road UseRestrictions, University of New Hil;'~shrfuel oil.
TechnologyTransfer Center, Durham NH, October 2000.
'" _•_ ':."
The agency should keep a record oftheeffecHow Vehicle Loads AffectPavem~nt Performance, Wisconsin Tr,msp;~rtg7i~:i:
. don Bulletin, Transportation Information Center, MadisonWI":~Q:Oq:~
tive dates of the posting and the removal for each . Mdxitn~rn
WeigMLimitson Class Iv" V, and VIRoads, Title20, Tran_$PP:~i':
road or a set of roads. Once it has applied load
taff:onSection231:191 .
_'
'~'!~,';:_t
Procedural (Juidelin.es for Establishing SeasonalLoadLimitRegul(l~o~§i./;
restrictions, it should monitor roadways to deterNew Hampshire Departmenta/Transportation, March 200Q..':
mine when it can remove restrictions. .Theserec- .
ords will document specific road behaviors, and be
useful in applying the guidelines in future years.

Duration of Load Restrictions
The length of the load restriction period
should' approximate the time required to achieve
complete thawing. The WSTC' equation to estimate this time is
RoadBusiness, Winter2000, Vol. 15, No.4
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